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Abstract. Nature based tourism products offer valuable experience to visitors which can 
only be appreciated or stimulated using sensory elements. Visual, sound, taste, smell, 
touch and mobility are sensory elements that are able to enhance visitors’ experience in 
any particular destination. However, some destinations might not provide all the elements. 
Therefore this study’s objective is to assess the role of multisensory experience in 
appreciating the natural heritage of Kinabalu Park. Participant observation is used to carry 
out the assessment. Findings show visitors are able to appreciate Kinabalu Park using five 
main sensory elements namely visual, sound, smell, feelings and mobility. The only one 
that is not available is taste. This is parallel to the products offered in Kinabalu Park 
which do not allow visitors to pluck any branches or taste any of its forest products. 
Multisensory elements enhance visitors experience through the senses which will be 
memorable in years to come. Learning will take place not immediately but through 
recalling of memories. 

1 Introduction 
  Appreciation of tourism products may take in different forms by various types of visitors. Some may 

appreciate them through any combination of sensual methods namely visualization, feeling, tasting, 
smelling or hearing. All depends on how visitors are exposed to the said tourism products. Many 
visitors are concerned only about their final destination without realizing that they are missing the 
experiences they gathered along the way to their destination. They appreciate most of the time 
through a small window rather than experiencing the surrounding environment [1-2]. Mass tourism 
has created this situation [3]. Visual elements dominated tourists’ experience [4-5].  

Multisensory elements are vital in enhancing visitors’ experience in many ways [6]. Any of these 
elements will help shape local identity of a specific destination [7]. Meaningful experiences can 
create a closer link between a visitor and his/her environment and thus will lead to a stronger 
engagement between the two parties (Pine and Gilmore, 1999 cited in [8]). Referred to as the 
experience economy by Pine and Gilmore, these experiences can be in the form of active or passive 
experience [8]. Experiences are not only at the heart of tourism marketing but they will also lead to 
the essence of branding as argued by [8]. 
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Experience economy is the fourth economic offering after delivery of services which is merely 
for goods. Experience economy encourages visitors to be engaged with the environment and create a 
“unique self-tailored experience that reflects their personality and interest” [8]. In addition, experience 
obtained through sensory elements will further lead to “long term changes in conservation behaviour” 
[9] and provides memorable physical reminders [8] to the visitors. Therefore, multisensory elements 
are needed to enhance visitors’ experiences and thus they need to be addressed in tourism [10-11]. 
Researches on the use of multisensory elements in tourists’ experiences are still scarce [6] and are 
crucial for decision makers [12-13]. Therefore this study intends to assess visitor’s experience through 
multisensory elements in nature based tourism product. 

2 The Role of Multisensory Elements in Tourism  
Due to importance of multisensory elements in tourism research, several related studies have been 
carried out since 1977. [10] argue that the more a visitor engages with his/her environment the more 
senses are stimulated. They further elaborate that once a visitor decides to step out of his comfort zone, 
his/her senses will be freed [14]. In addition, places and visitors’ surrounding are associated with 
sensory elements [1, 15-18] and will normally result in many memorable experiences [8, 19-20].  

Studies on visual sense are most being carried out. This sensory element deprives a visitor from 
other senses such as sound, smell, taste and feels or touches [4, 5, 10, 11]. This is due to emergence of 
mass tourism in which visitors will spend a short holiday break by riding on a tour bus most of the 
time. Their interaction with the surrounding is limited to the views from a bus window. If the bus is air 
conditioned, it will be worst as they won’t be able to experience the sound and smell of the 
surrounding [5].  Many scholars disagree with giving visitors only the visual experience. [5, 10, 11],  
believe that visitors’ experiences should be extended to being exposed to other senses other than visual 
sense. These senses are equally important to visitors’ experience [2, 11, 21] and this includes mobility 
[22].  

Mobility refers to the sensation of movement and considered as the ‘sixth’ sense [23].  Walking 
is the only mode of mobility one can use in a forest [22]. It articulates the relationship between a 
pedestrian and his/her environment [24].  

3 Method and Materials 

3.1 Study Area 

Qualitative approach is used to achieve this study’s objective. Kinabalu Park, a UNESCO World 
Heritage Site in Sabah was chosen to be the study area. Established in 1964, Kinabalu Park, was 
declared as a World Natural Heritage Site in 2000. Located in Sabah, Borneo Island, it is the first 
World Heritage Site in Malaysia [25]. It has an area of 754 km2. Its entry point for visitors is at the 
Park Headquarters which is located 92 km from Kota Kinabalu, Sabah, at an elevation of 1520m 
above sea levels [26]. According to [26], more than 250,000 people have visited this park in 2009. 
Figure 1 shows the map of Kinabalu Park, Sabah, Malaysia. 
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Figure 1. Map of Kinabalu Park, Sabah, Malaysia (25) 

3.2 Methodology 

In this study, participant observation is the method used in data collection. A digital camera is the 
main tool used to take photographs and video the experience of walking through the forest. However, 
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not all sensory elements can be measured using this tool due to its inability to record feeling, smell, 
taste and mobility. These senses were recorded using human’s stimuli responses.  

3.3 Data Collection 

Photographs are used to show the visual sense and video is used to display sound and visual 
movement. Other senses were measured using human’s stimuli reactions or responses. A sensory 
detail chart is used as an audit list for recording information. It contains sensory elements to be 
measured and also questions to ask. Table 1 shows the detail of the chart.    

Table 1. Sensory Detail Audit Chart 

4 Results and Discussion  
Kinabalu Park has three popular substations and points of entry namely, Timpohon (located at Park 
Headquarters), Mesilau and Poring. These places attract different type of tourists. Timpohon and 
Mesilau are two places where mountain climbers will assemble before embarking on the trip to the 
summit of Kinabalu. On the other hand, Poring is a place that attracts visitors with children. Only 
Timpohon is audited.  Timpohon is one of the checkpoints for climbers to participate in the Summit 
Trail. Figure 2 shows the map of this trail. 

Sensory elements Questions to be answered Measurement Tool 

Sight/Visual What can be seen? Digital camera 

Smell What is the smell? Human’s stimulus responses through nose 

Sounds What can be heard? Video camera 

Taste What can be tasted? Human’s stimulus  responses  through tongue 

Feelings/Texture How do you feel? Human’s stimulus  responses through 
excitement 

Mobility How do you fine walking? Human’s stimulus  responses through 
excitement while walking 
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Figure 2. Map of the Summit Trail 

Through the selection process using the sensory audit chart, proofs of stimuli for each sense were 
collected.

4.1 Visual

Profile of trees in rainforest can be seen clearly from afar. Wild flowers are available along the trail. 
Map of the trail is clearly displayed. Mists can be seen coming one’s way. Pathway to the summit of 
Mount Kinabalu is a thrill to walk through. Water fall is another feature that is common at a higher 
elevation. Climbers and their guide who have completed their journey to the summit are greeted here. 
Visual sensory is very obvious and prominent. This is similar to previous studies discussed by [4]. 
However, it differs to what have been said by [5] in which this scenery is not viewed through a metal 
window but through life experience of the researcher.  Figure 3 shows snapshots of the sights in the 
park. 
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Figure 3. Visuals of Kinabalu Park. Photographs are used 

4.2 Smell

The smell and sensation of fresh air found in the forest is exhilarating. This is the moment when one 
decides to stay longer in the forest. Smell tends to be the closest to one’s memory [10] and can easily 
be associated with a place [18]. 

4.3 Sound

One’s breathing can be heard after few meters of walking. However, the sound of birds singing and 
other animals such as squirrel chipping and insect sounds can also be heard. Sound of visitors’ panting 
and whispering among each other is also quite prominent.  These are the sounds that be related to the 
image of the destination [27].  

4.4 Taste

Taste is not possible in this research. This is due to the park’s rules and regulations that prevent 
visitors from plucking any parts of trees. This is consistent with the statements by [22] which 
highlights that taste is a sensory element that is addressed mostly in food tourism. 

4.5 Feel

One can easily feel cool and fresh and energetic. This is due to the green surrounding at a high 
altitude. However, one can never stop being nervous [22] when climbing an elevation of forty five 
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degrees along a narrow walkaway knowing that next to you is a cliff. The heart starts pumping and the 
excitement can be felt individually and also shared with others. 

4.6 Mobility 

Visitor’s movement is limited to a narrow walkway which is often slippery due to high humidity and 
wet weather. Extra precaution is required when walking along the trail. Visitors might not have a 
chance to enjoy the surroundings if he/she does not stop to do this. This complements the study done 
by [22]. Thus senses other than visual and feeling might be used at this moment. Figure 4 shows the 
difficulty in visitors’ mobility. 

Figure 4. Mobility at Kinabalu Park. 

5 Conclusion 
Audit results present the role of multisensory elements in appreciating Kinabalu Park as a nature-
based tourism product. Five sensory elements namely, visual, smell, sound, feeling and mobility, are 
dominant here. Taste is not a stimulus in this type of tourism since it has nothing to offer in the forest 
environment. Visitors need to bring their own food and they need to be aware and not to litter the 
place. Visitors are required to carry their own rubbish out of the area and dispose them at specific 
places at the check point. They have to make sure anything brought into the forest should be taken out. 
Only foot print and memories can be taken out of the place. Experience with multisensory elements is 
a memorable one and will make visitors would want to visit the place again. Beside memories, visitors 
also are able to learn something about others and other places. Therefore, multisensory elements do 
play a role in enhancing visitors experience and knowledge. 
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